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As the Cleveland Orchestra gears up for two days of 20th-century music, let us pause to thank the man responsible

for them: Ton Koopman.

Wait, what?

Yes, indeed. The arrival of the conductor who specializes in Baroque music this week split the orchestra in two,

freeing half the ensemble for "California Masterworks," a two-concert series in collaboration with the Cleveland

Museum of Art.

"It's about maximizing resources," said assistant conductor James Feddeck, leader of both "California" programs.

"We're trying to broaden what we do. . . . I love that we're pushing the walls open."

"Pushing" is something of an understatement. What Feddeck is doing with his museum counterpart, assistant

director of music Tom Welsh, is actually more akin to demolishing.

With two nights of music by modern composers from California, including one world premiere, the two are razing

everything from conservative standards of programming to institutional isolationism. They're building on the success

of a similar series in 2011 and pushing forward on a mission to experiment and collaborate.

"It was such a gratifying process," said Feddeck of the earlier series, "Italian Masterworks," which drew links

between four centuries of music and works of visual art in the museum's permanent collection.

"It really rallied the orchestra and the museum.

People were so responsive and stimulated. Now we

want to do the same thing again, through a

different lens."

The lens this time turned out to be not a nation

but a state. A state Welsh and most historians

readily place at the center of music in 20th-

century America.

http://connect.cleveland.com/staff/zlewis/index.html
http://connect.cleveland.com/staff/zlewis/posts.html


Tickets: $29-$44. Go to clevelandart.org or call 216-421-

7350.

Home to the likes of John Adams, Terry Riley, Lou

Harrison and Henry Cowell, the Golden State

emerged from talks between the orchestra and

museum as the clear geographic focus of their second project. By way of visual art, the series will concentrate on

photographers Anne Brigman and Edward Weston, who also hailed from California.

"You can't tell the story of the 20th century without these people, and it just so happens they're all from California,"

explained Welsh. "It's a land of constant reinvention and new ideas and an unbounded spirit."

The first program, on Wednesday, begins with a work by Cowell, described by Welsh as "the granddaddy of it all."

Just as his experiments in non-Western music, "tone clusters" and unconventional performance techniques unveiled

whole new realms to composers in the early 20th century, so will his 1928 Sinfonietta kick things off here.

"We wanted something that would kind of pave the way," Feddeck noted.

Next, the world premiere.

In Dane Rudhyar, Feddeck and Welsh have chosen a composer better known as an astrologer, an authority in

numerous fields for whom music was just one of several means of expressing New Age values. But while his name

and music aren't universally recognized, works such as "Out of the Darkness" nevertheless had a profound effect on

culture, leading many to approach music as an experience, not a structure.

From there, the program turns to Harrison, a pivotal figure famous for his work with gamelans and for fashioning

mechanical objects into instruments. Representing him will be his Suite for Violin and String Orchestra, a practical

transcription of a piece conceived for gamelan, with principal second violinist Stephen Rose as soloist.

"It's just ravishingly beautiful at all times," Welsh said. "I'm hoping it'll be a show-stopper."

The show-stopper on the second program on Friday likely will be "Clang," by James Tenney. The largest work by an

obscure but influential composer, the piece for percussion, piano and strings cedes control to the performers,

allowing them considerable freedom of choice within a few basic parameters.

The effect, audible on a hard-to-find recording of a read-through by the Los Angeles Philharmonic in 1972, is of a

living, breathing entity that swells and contracts unpredictably.

"That is probably the lesson of 20th-century West Coast music," said Welsh of the "choice" element in "Clang." "It

should be this powerful wash over us."

No less powerful will be the post-concert event Friday: a performance of John Cage's "HPSCHD." From 9 to 11 p.m.,

five harpsichord players in the museum's atrium will bang out different pieces by Mozart simultaneously, along with

computer-generated sounds and images.

http://www.clevelandart.org/


Room for such a long piece on the main program couldn't be made, Welsh said. Still, he and Feddeck felt obliged to

feature Cage somewhere in the series, given the composer's landmark status and revolutionary introduction of

chance into music.

"He's the father of us all and the elephant in the room," Welsh said. "We had to have him."

The remaining two works on Friday's program are also by figures who require no introduction: Adams and Riley.

Titans of 20th-century music and champions of Minimalism, the two are household names to all who decline to view

Stravinsky as the end-point of music.

The actual pieces may not be familiar, however. While Adams' "Shaker Loops," a definitive Minimalist statement,

turns up everywhere, Riley's "The Sands," a work for string quartet composed in response to U.S. involvement in the

Persian Gulf War, has been performed only a handful of times since its premiere by the renowned Kronos Quartet in

1991.

For the orchestra to collaborate with the Calder Quartet on a reprise is "pretty courageous," said Riley, composer of

"In C," by phone from his home in Northern California. "I imagine it's going to be a big challenge. But I would

imagine there'll be a lot of people eager to hear it."

Indeed, in the Riley catalog, "The Sands" is pivotal. Not only was the work his largest piece for orchestra at the

time. It also contains autobiographical references and marks the point at which the composer settled on a means of

writing for larger ensembles.

"I kind of figured out what I wanted to do with orchestra," Riley explained. "I simplified the orchestra to a place

where I really liked it. Since then, I've followed that line and tried to be more economical."

One might say the orchestra and museum have made a similar discovery. With "Italian Masterworks" two years ago,

the companies struck gold, and now they've got a format that can be applied to any number of movements in art

and music. The "California" series is just the second of many they're considering.

Whether each piece deserves the "masterwork" label is subject to debate. But there's no doubting the beauty of the

concept. By collaborating on works so far outside the orchestra's canon, the two institutions are expanding horizons

all over the place.

"We're just putting our toe in the water," Welsh said. "But we're showing people there's a lot more going on in

classical music than we have access to on a day-to-day basis."
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